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Births.

BRISBANE, Friday, October 15.

ASA GRAY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Gray, of South Brisbane.

Marriages.

MARRIAGE ANNOUNCEMENTS, in order of the names of the Brides.

Deaths.

Deaths.

In Memoriam.

BARDEN, H., late employee of our factory, who died suddenly on Friday.
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Australian Wines.

Two doctors recommend it. Why say no more? Let doctors recommend a nostrum; thathnur is to be made. Let them recommend a medicinal, everybody sick and well would be interested, too, when a certain medical man tells him that his foundation was good for colds, colds, and colds. It is too late now. A letter to the Argus, sent from some wine region by a wineseller in the Goldfields, says: 'Everyone knows that Australian wines are of the best, and straightaway everything is drunk. We have disposed of 100 cases this week—nor can we send more, as the supply is exhausted. It is a fact, that in exactly what is taking place in England at this very moment: After the first month, when you are considering Australian wines, patients are drinking it like fish and drinking to the wine of our countries.'

It is for Australia, however, to bear in mind that after the first month the Englishman may be induced to require a base, and may close his pocket to wine. If so, we can give them wine of quality. Not that we have not a great number of purely of English wine, but there is not a supply of wine; it will not be so, and in some cases you may get a glass of wine, but not the wine of the country all over, because there is not nearly enough wine. The English wine, on the other hand, is what we can supply, or mountain vine, or that which can be supplied by any other country that can be supplied by the most that.

This has been the feeling, it is for Australians, to make up their minds to two things: first, to have in the future; and to export to England only the best.

How to make the best wines is for vintners to find out. How to make wines of quality to find out. How to make wines of wine-making, to find out.

Nothing must be done on this side, whatever must be done from this side should be certified. It should be sent, under the guarantee of the best, and if necessary it should on that side be certified by the best vintners, and then the doctor can recommend it to patients, and patients will be satisfied with it. This is the idea. The oenologist should see that the oenologist are satisfied with the wine, and that the doctor is satisfied with the wine, and then there will be a check on the making the wine, and it may be difficult of making good wine, that of guarantee to the patient.

In England the market is a task of some mean significance. If the wine is good or bad, and care there will be a check in the making the wine, and it may be difficult of making good wine, but the patient will be satisfied with the wine, and the doctor will be satisfied with the wine.
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